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Environmental book focuses on joy of nature rather than dire prognoses

There are plenty such prescriptive volumes, among them "The Future Earth" by Eric Holthaus and "The Future We Choose: Surviving the Climate Crisis" by Christiana Figueres and Tom Rivett-Carnac. Wilson's "The

Bay Area Housing Crisis

A housing crisis is one of the major problems facing the Bay Area. A lack of affordable housing, soaring rental prices, high home prices and a growing homelessness problem have all fueled the crisis.

Editorial: Is the California Legislature giving up on the housing crisis?

Editorial On Housing California concedes to a crisis Chronicle Editorial Board It's another
unnecessary gauge of the severity of California's housing crisis that it's largely undisturbed by a once-in-a-century

Drug overdoses in S.F. kill 58 people in November as fentanyl-fueled crisis breaks records The drug crisis has been exacerbated by fentanyl, a powerful opioid that can be 50 to 100 times more potent than morphine.

We cannot combat coronavirus crisis with environmental rollbacks A global pandemic has impacted our economy and threatened the health of millions across the country. This is especially the case in African American, indigenous, communities of color already facing an

Bay Area advocates push transit leaders
to delay projects to save jobs during financial crisis MTC chair pressured to postpone projects By Mallory Moench More than four dozen advocacy groups are calling on the Bay Area's head transportation agency to delay capital projects and use the money to instead

Golden Gate Bridge district to lay off workers instead of raising tolls amid budget crisis No toll hike - workers to be cut By Mallory Moench The transit district that runs the Golden Gate Bridge, buses and ferries decided Friday to lay off 146 employees, mostly bus drivers, rather than pursuing an

Sunken barge in Petaluma River poses 'minimal' environmental threat Because the exact amount of hazardous materials on
board was unknown at the time, Petaluma Fire notified the California Office of Emergency Services, Environmental Protection Agency, Coast Guard, Fish and Game,

**California can fix its wildfire crisis - if politics don't get in the way** The fiery crisis could quickly become a political one, too, as state leaders scramble to contain a worsening problem with myriad solutions, none of them easy to enact. Newsom's environmental policies face

**Virus disruptions hit Broncos, other teams as NFL crisis grows** NFL Virus disruptions hit Broncos, other teams as crisis expands Chronicle news services After bobbing and weaving around the coronavirus pandemic for much of the fall, the NFL nears
the end of the third quarter

**California's next eviction crisis is coming - S.F. lawmaker wants to extend moratorium**

"No one I've spoken to has said this crisis is over and we shouldn't do anything." While averting a crisis, the law frustrated both tenant advocates, who wanted to go further by prohibiting all evictions.

**Environmental art installation measures rising tides in Marin County**

Downing was installing an environmental sculpture to warn that the high-water mark brought twice a year by king tides will soon be the daily high-water mark if society does not get serious about climate change.
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